Abstract-This research proposes a model for presenting email to Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to classify spam and legitimate emails. The proposed model based on selecting wise 13 fixed features relevant to spam emails combined with text features.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many techniques introduced to fight spam using machine-learning applications. Email messaging systems is being the most important means of communication in any organization and integrated into its business processes. This valuable service can be misused intentionally for sending emails in bulk, for advertising and marketing products, or even sending malware to others.
Statistical and weight-based anti-spam uses a scoring system for many features of email text to classify it. For example, it gives specific scores for Sender Policy Framework (SPF) record, Real time blacklist, sender features, content-based features, bag of word regression expression, Naïve Bayes filter, etc. then it evaluate total of scores by using specific weighting in order to be compared to threshold value by which it classify each email to legitimate, spam, possible spam. XEAMS (eXtended Email and Messaging System) gateway is an example that uses these technique of spam fighting. Xeams anti-spam system calculates summation (negative and positive values) of ranks (scores) resulting from around 24 different filters then compare it with predefined and configurable threshold to decide whether the email is spam, possible spam, or legitimate. This paper focuses on implementing ANN email classification filter by selecting the best email model that suits ANN. Then the ANN spam filter performance is compared to the performance of Naïve Bayes filter in XEAMS gateway to justify using it as a one dependable filter that improve such type of these anti-spam systems.
Below definitions, illustrate any abbreviation used in the research:
Filter Accuracy (A): it is the percentage of all emails that are correctly categorized.
Spam Precision (P): it is the proportion of emails classified as spam that are truly spam.
Spam Recall (R): it is the proportion of spam e-mails that are classified as spam, i.e. the spam e-mail that the filter manages to block.
False Positive Spam: equivalent to false alarm. It is an email classified incorrectly as spam.
Contingency Table 1 easily explains the relation between them and give the mathematical definition. Above terms can be calculated by: . Accuracy alone is not an appropriate measure for information retrieval problems. Same thing for P or R alone so that F measure introduced based on both R and P values. It is a single measure that trades off precision P versus recall R. it is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall (Manning, Raghavan, & Schütze, 2009 [1] ). The research uses F1 as F measure.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
ANN filters like any algorithms in machine learning field begins with a vector representation of individual email message. Researchers studied many different representations of emails. Most of them uses "bag of words" representation in which each email represented by a vector of distinct terms. Length of the vector is the number of the distinct words in all the emails in the training data. Each element in the vector is given a different meaning from a researcher to another. Some implementation uses term frequency (tf), tf-idf, or a normalized form of these statistical representations.
Size of the vector may become huge based on the diversity of the training set. Various techniques introduced to reduce its size. One of them is to remove stop words (words like if, of, and, etc.). Second technique is to reduce words to their root form by a process called stemming (so, for example, "went" and "gone" reduced to "go") (Madigan, 2005[2] ). In Arabic language, different forms of letter can be reduced to one form (for example, hamza ‫,"ء"‬ alef with upper hamza ‫,"أ"‬ and alef with lower hamza ‫"إ"‬ all are reduced to alef without hamza ‫"ا"‬ so that words appears in one form) (Goweder, Rashed, Elbekaie, & Alhammi, 2008[3] ). Furthermore, diacritics, connectors, suffixes and prefixes can be removed in a manner that does not distort the word especially in Arabic and dialects (Alamlahi & Ahmed, 2007[4] ). Blanzieri & Bryl, 2008 [5] survey gives an overview of machine learning applications for spam filtering, and the ways of evaluation and comparison of different filtering methods. It states that the Naıve Bayes classifier occupies a special place. (Creech & Jiang, 2012[6] ) uses a combined semantic and statistical approach to feature extraction. Nine statistical and two semantic features are extracted from the various emails. They are total word count, ratio of blank lines to total lines, number of hyperlinks, word count to punctuation ratio, number of compound words, ratio of capitals to lower case, number of words using numbers and punctuation marks to obfuscate spelling, number of repeated words, number of repeated punctuation events. The semantic features are semantic analysis against spam word use, and semantic analysis against bona fide word use. The first nine features, derived statistically, relating to the fundamental differences between spam emails and legitimate emails. It is similar to weight measure used in literature. In (Bansod, Mangrulkar , & Bhujade, 2015[7] ), they assign weight to the spam words. Their system is based on spam document contains weights for each spam words. The weights are assigned in between 0 to1 for the spam words and 0 to -1 for the non-spam words.
Spam feature weighting, along with professional preprocessing such as regex other than simple stemming, and assigning weights to many algorithms decisions working concurrently at the same time are proven technique in commercial anti-spam like XEAMS mail gateway that eliminates up to 99% of junk email right out of the box (Synametrics Technologies, n.d. [8] ). (Clark, Koprinska, & Poon, 2003[9] ) shows that stemmer and stop words improve the performance with only 0.7% and worsen it with 1% on encrypted corpus, therefore this approach uses stemmer and stop words to reduce data size and not to increase performance of the filter. The approach uses neural network in both training and classification processes whereas Goweder, Rashed, Elbekaie, & Alhammi [3] implement an anti-spam system that uses a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) as a classifier and a Genetic Algorithm (GA) as a training algorithm. Their implementation has achieved accuracy of 94% to detect spam emails and 89% to detect legitimate emails.
In (Cui, Mondal, Shen, Cong, & Tan, 2005[10] ), they propose a method based on extracting predefined semantics (from, to, CC, etc.) as well as variable length free-text fields (Subject and body). They also propose using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a preprocessor of ANN to reduce the data in terms of both size and dimensionality so that input data become more classifiable and faster convergence of training process used by ANN. Their extraction method is based on seven fixed features and text features. The seven fixed features are Attachment, Content type, Sender domain, FW, RE, To-Group, and CC. Text features for subject and body extracted using tf*idf method. Overall, they found that PCA improves classification from 85% to 93%.
Hence, the research proposes a model using wise selection of fixed features by make use of both Cui 
III. METHODOLOGY & IMPLEMENTATION

A. Data Collection
The research is based on two large corpora. Both are in eml file format. They are plain text without encryption. One is ready for use and available online for data mining and anti-spam researches. It is CSDMC2010 SPAM corpus (Unitec, 2010[11] ). The second is a private corpus collected from CACBANK®. All rights are reserved for the organization and it is not permitted to be published. It gives a real-life sample of dataset that contains Arabic and English messages. The paper refers to it as CAC2016©.
CSDMC2010 SPAM corpus contains two parts: TRAINING, 4327 messages out of which there are 2949 non-spam messages (HAM) and 1378 spam messages (SPAM), all received from non-spam-trap sources. They are labelled with 1 stands for a HAM and 0 stands for a SPAM. TESTING, 4292 messages without known class labels. The experiment uses only 1700 emails of them.
CAC2016 corpus is collected within February 2016. It is for consecutive 29 days. Every email is already statistical ranked with Synametrics XEAMS Anti-spam gateway as well as assigned Naïve Bayes value and categorized in three classes; spam, good and possible spam. Good message means legitimate email (HAM), possible spam means the email is tend to be spam. In other words, possible spam means XEAMS cannot decide whether the email is spam or not. Corpus contains 51,820 emails in eml file format classified in three classes: 16,638 legitimate emails (HAM), 32,612 SPAM emails, and 2,570 possible spam messages (POSSIBLE SPAM). The experiment uses only 1576 consecutive emails from this corpus.
B. Spam Labels (Target Array for ANN)
Instead of representing spam labels by 1 and 0, labels are represented by pair of bits; [0 1] for spam email, and [1 0] for legitimate email. ANN for pattern recognition and classification are best working with such form of targets other than using one bit to represent two classes. The researcher tests both ideas to prove this. Hence, the proposed ANN has two neurons in output layer instead of one.
C. The Statistical Representation for Emails
In order to present email to ANN, each email is represented by a vector of values. The challenge is to choose the best representation that suit ANN and improve classification process.
Two By evaluating which of these representations influence ANN performance, the research concludes the suggested best approach for email modelling. The candidate email representation is used to test PCA efficiency in reducing features space while keeping ANN performs well in email classification. The approach for ANN email classification is identified by selecting the best configuration leads to best results.
D. The 13 Fixed Features Representation
These features are extracted wisely from the email message fields by choosing features that make sense to email classes. Their numerical value is selected wisely too. As 0 denotes for SPAM and 1 for HAM, the lower numbers among evaluation set of values are assigned to the features that tend to be spam-like. For example, true value of empty TO feature is assigned 0 whereas country TLD feature existence is assigned 1 because its existence means it is less probable spam email. 
E. Experiment Steps
The experiment is performed in the following sequenced steps using both corpora:
Step 1. Building Emails model:
1. Read emails' files (eml format) using MimeKit (Stedfast, 2015[12] (Becker, 2013[14] ) with minor changes to handle language detection and fixing some runtime exceptions raised due to the large corpus being processed. 6. Normalize all vectors in L2-norm. 7. Writing sf, tf, sfl2, tfl2, tfidf, tfidfl2 vectors to csv files. All of them -except sf, sfl2 -will be used later to apply PCA on them using MATLAB then test dimensional reduction effect on ANN classification. 8. Writing emails models in csv files by making use of the combination of those vectors. 9. As those emails are already classified in spam/ham, build vector of spam labels to be target vector for training set of ANN. Spam labels vector also is written to csv file.
Step 2. Presenting Models to ANN in MATLAB: 
F. ANN Implementation
A two-layer feed-forward network, with sigmoid hidden and softmax output neurons (feedforward networks that can be trained to classify inputs according to target classes), can classify vectors arbitrarily well, given enough neurons in its hidden layer. The network is trained with scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation (a network training function that updates weight and bias values according to the scaled conjugate gradient method).
Spam labels are represented by a pair of bits so two neurons are required in the output layer. The number of neurons in input layer equals to the total extracted features from the corpus under study. Many researches have been made in evaluating the number of neurons in the hidden layer but still none of them was successful in finding the accurate result. This research is one of them too. For each test scenario, different number of neurons in hidden layer is tested to check best-suited hidden layer size that gives the best result. The proposed ANN is shown in Fig. 1 . Number of neurons in hidden layers and input size vary for each scenario from the shown on the figure. The study uses MATLAB R2015a with the following ANN algorithms configuration: Random Data Division, Scaled Conjugate Gradient Training, CrossEntropy Performance Calculation Method, MEX Calculations, double data-type for vectors' elements. 
A. Normalization Effect
By using fixed number of neurons (let it is 20), any one corpus (Let it CSDM2010), and one text features modeling (Let it is term frequency), test various models with and without L2. Comparing ANN performance for models like eml_SF-TF, eml_SF-TFL2, eml_SFL2-TFL2 gives an indicator of L2 efficiency and usage. Table 3 shows the results. 
B. TF or TF-IDF?
To compare tf*idf model efficiency against tf model, also use the same configuration and test the three models of tf*idf as shown in table 4 .
By comparing results on table 3 and table 4 , obviously tf*idf model is better than TF in increasing ANN accuracy and lowering epochs. L2 normalization also improves tf*idf model. Candidate email modeling is eml_SF-tfidfL2 for any further test scenarios. Second candidate can be eml_SF-TFL2.
C. Fixed Features Efficiency
Comparing the inclusion of fixed features (eml_SF-TFIDFL2) to the use of text features only (eml_TFIDFL2) on table 5 shows that the 13 fixed features improves performance in terms of precession (P), accuracy (A) and F1 measure by 7.48% to 12.3% at the clearest difference (at maximum). Recall results is better without using the fixed features by 3.9% at maximum! Using SF alone gives good precession results but bad accuracy, recall and F1 measure results. SF in L2 normalization improves ANN performance in all aspects: accuracy (A), precession (P), recall (R) and F1 measure as shown in table 6. At this stage of the experiment, two message models perform well in ANN classification. They are eml_SF-TFL2 and eml_SF-TFIDFL2. Due to high number of iterations required with the first model, the other one (eml_SF-TFIDFL2) is the best. All subsequent test cases are performed using the model eml_SF-TFIDFL2 of corpus.
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D. Hidden Layer's Neurons Effect
For CSDMC2010 corpus (24968 input features), ANN with hidden layer of 10 to 50 neurons reaches the best classification accuracy. For Corpus CAC2016 (13108 input features), ANN with almost hidden layer of size less than 100 neurons reaches the best classification performance. The experiment shows that large number of neurons in hidden layer is not required to improve ANN. Hence, this research recommends finding out the suitable hidden layer size that improves overall results. The experiment tests PCA effect using various ANN with different hidden layer size on both corpora. Table 7 presents results achieved at 20, 40 and 60 neurons in hidden layer. It is clear that ANN training is faster with PCA due to smaller input size and lower number of epochs. Intensive tests of PCA effect on CSDMC2010 corpus shows that using PCA does not always improve ANN classification. With PCA reduction, ANN works better on CAC2016 corpus in terms of all metrics. PCA reduces 13095 terms of CAC2016 corpus to 1575 terms. PCA also shows that the first 1061 features of reduced space of CAC2016 corpus explains 99.9999% of the original space. Testing ANN with this part of the reduced space gives how much ANN performance may be degraded with this part of space (reducing the reduced space by 33.19%). Table 8 compares ANN performance on the full space, reduced space, part of the reduced space. Once PCA application improves ANN performance, using most explaining components of reduced features vector is also possible without noticeable degradation of ANN performance (around 1% only).
E. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Effect
F. The Candidate ANN Approach
From the above experiment scenarios, suggested approach for ANN is to use: Table 9 illustrates the comparison.
Therefore, it is possible to compare NB result to NN result using XEAMS score as a reference, which is a sum of many spam criteria. Deviation of both NB and NN regarding XEAMS results calculated for a sample of 1285 emails as shown in table 9. It proves that this method of using ANN influences score-based anti-spam system by 7.5% better than Naïve Bayes although NB result is used as part of the referential values. It is promising result because the ANN used in this test has only 94.02 for F1 measure. ANN classification does not work from the first day deployed within any score-based anti-spam system. Reallife example in this research shows that it takes only two days to get enough samples for training. It depends on volume of received emails to the organization under study.
This approach can support any score-based anti-spam system and improve its classification. Like Naïve-Bayes filtering, it is not recommend using ANN as single antispam system. Spammers strive to make their spam emails to look like legitimate emails that is difficult to machine or even to human to classify them. therefore, other techniques are used together to fight spam such as public Real-time Black Listing (RBL), SPF (Sender Policy Framework) checks, HELO message, and reverse DNS availability checks.
